Energy Career Crossword Puzzle
DO YOU LIKE WORDS?
Nearly every job you will have requires that you use your
language skills to communicate clearly and listen well.
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Try this crossword puzzle to show your mastery
of these Energy Career words.
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ACROSS
5. This person keeps track of money the company
		
earns and spends.
6. Something that shows the amount of money
		
a customer owes for energy.

20

7. This person helps to repair transmission lines
		
to restore power after an outage.

DOWN

11. An _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Executive is a person who works
		
with big customers like hospitals, shopping centers,
		
and manufacturers to help them buy and use energy.

2. A _ _ _ _ Center is the place where customer service
		
associates work to answer customers’ questions.

12. Energy customers are interested in this as a way
		
to save money and help protect the environment.
13. Metallurgists may advise about this method of joining
		
pieces of metal.

1. Something you know how to do.

3. Something that is unloaded from rail cars by plant
		
helpers and plant specialists, so it can be burned
		
to create energy.
4. Another name for an energy company.

14. This person promotes the company’s products
		
and services.

8. There are four kinds of these people who work
		
for energy companies: electrical, mechanical,
		
chemical and civil.

16. An _ _ _ _ _ _ Trader is a person who buys extra
		
power from other utilities to make sure customers
		
have enough on really hot days.

9. This is a subject you should study now
		
if you’re interested in an environmental career
		
in the energy industry.

17. Someone who buys and uses energy.

10. A large thing that a civil engineer might build
		
to create hydroelectric power.

19. This person studies how wildlife is affected by what
		
an energy company does.
20. A _ _ _ _ Fitter is a person who installs and fixes
		
gas lines, meters and appliances.
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15. A _ _ _ Street Helper is a beginning worker
		 on gas construction crews.
18 Utility workers spend most of their day here.
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